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Free your practice from complex integrations, fax errors, and other workflow delays. 
Transmit referrals, patient results and reports, insurance cards, or any other clinical 

information across any platform—in one click.

Easy for your referring physicians to transfer documents: 
Your referring providers use a virtual printer, activated with a simple point-and-
click in a web browser, to transmit to your ScriptSender server. It’s as simple as a 
print command—and that’s any document, from any medical group, using any 
EMR. ScriptSender leverages a driver native to Microsoft Windows—no installs, 
downloads or costs to your customer. 

Easy to integrate those documents into your system:
Routing to your ScriptSender server is secure, using industry-standard 
encryption technologies. Any type of document—clinical referrals, lab results, 
scanned insurance cards, and so on—is written to a pristine PDF upon  
receipt. Want to take it further? Additional ScriptSender options  
include order generation into your EMR and HL7 file  
generation for import.

Features

 + Referrals from any system 
with one click

 + Results to any system  
with one click

 + Light-weight, web-based 
image viewer for clinical 
review

 + Streamlined, automated prior 
authorization processes 

 + Real-time patient 
engagement for scheduling 
to improve referral retention

 + Automation of CDS workflows 
for easier compliance

 + Customizable web referrals

 + Embedded links in reports to 
images or other medical data

 +  Integrate with your referring 
physicians in seconds

 + Support for custom business 
rules

 +  Real-time notifications and  
full audit trail for all referrals  
and reports

 +  HL7 supported but  
not required

Benefits

 + Drastically reduces 
turnaround times

 + No installs, downloads or 
costs  to your referring 
physicians

 +  Increases potential  
for referrals

 + Eliminates VPN and HL7  
integration costs

 + Streamlines order workflow

 + Supports greater  
continuity of care
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How it works:

Activate
Providers activate 
a virtual printer 
driver, native to 
their PC—no new 
software.

Print
Provider “virtually 
prints” any document 
that they would have 
faxed, emailed or 
printed before.

Send
Secure, encrypted 
documents are 
routed to the 
ScriptSender server.

Receive
ScriptSender sends 
data to your EMR, as 
PDFs, HL7, FHIR, or 
other popular formats.

Add-On & Optimize
Need to create an 
HL7 message? Notify 
a provider? Create 
a custom business 
rule? Easily integrate 
additional modules for 
even greater efficiency.  
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Want to optimize further?
Discover the full ScriptSender solution suite:

ScriptSender
Enable referrers to send any document, from any 

application and any medical group, directly to your 
practice in one click.

IVIS—Image View Image Share
Provide secure access to images and reports—on any 

device, any platform, anytime. 

ReportSender
Strengthen provider relationships with instant report 

delivery and real-time notifications. 

   
Translation Services

Instantly translate any file to any format, plus auto-
creation of HL7 files and auto-writing of referrals directly 

to an EMR.

Web Orders
Streamline the referral workflow with custom web 

referrals from any system. 

DICOMSender
Simplify the transfer of overreads, second opinions, 

patient CDs—any outside study—into your system with 
an easy, wizard-driven solution.

Intelligibility
Increase collections with robust, comprehensive data 
on insurance eligibility and patient responsibility—in 

real-time.

SMRT
Deliver medical dictionary definitions of terms in 

imaging reports to increase readability and clinical 
usefulness for referrers.

ScriptSender enables secure, instant communication with your referring providers—
no installs, no downloads, no complex interfaces.

This is integration made easy.


